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Media Release 

Schaffner confirms sales growth for fiscal 2012/13 
Update on expectations to be presented at the small- and mid-cap conference Investora Zurich 

On 11 September 2013 the Schaffer Group will provide an update on its expectations for fiscal 
2012/13 ending 30 September at the small- and mid-cap conference Investora Zurich. Second-half 
results in all divisions are expected to exceed those of the first six months, in terms of both sales and 
earnings. Full-year sales are expected to show an increase on the prior-year figure of CHF 176.9 mil-
lion in the upper single-digit range. The operating margin (EBIT margin) is likely to be on a par with or 
slightly above that of the previous year (2011/12: 4.1%). 

With the implementation of structural cost-reduction measures, a sustained high level of innovation 
and a strong presence in the Asia-Pacific region, Schaffner is well placed to achieve further structural 
growth and participate in the anticipated cyclical recovery in European markets in 2014. 

Luterbach, 11 September 2013 
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Corporate presentation for Investora Zürich 2013 
The "Corporate presentation Investora Zürich 2013" can be accessed at: 
www.schaffner.com/en/investor-relations/presentations.html 

Schaffner – energy efficiency and reliability 
The Schaffner Group is a global leader in the development and production of solutions that ensure the 
efficient and reliable operation of power electronic systems. The company’s portfolio ranges from EMC 
filters, power quality filters and power magnetic components to the development and implementation 
of customized solutions. Schaffner components are deployed in energy-efficient drive systems and 
electronic motor controls, in wind power and photovoltaic systems, in rail technology applications, 
machine tools and robotics as well as in electrical infrastructure and in power supplies for a wide 
range of electronic devices used in sectors such as medical technology. For the automobile industry, 
Schaffner develops and manufactures components for convenience and safety features in cars and, in 
the promising electromobility market, solutions both for electric drive systems in vehicles and for their 
charging infrastructure. Schaffner provides on-site service to customers around the world through its 
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global application centers and distribution organization, and invests heavily in research and develop-
ment in order to expand its position as international market leader. 
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